In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:

REVIEWS 117 enough when considering that Sifton regarded both Laurier and Borden as dubious and probably incompetent administrators. Hall has written an excellent, well-documented and carefully argued political biography. Sifton was, however, also a businessman who acquired great wealth. He was secretive about his business ventures, and left few relevant private business papers. Hall provides a number of tantalizing bits and pieces of information about Sifton's business activities, but no comprehensive or authoritative picture emerges. In part this is certainly due to the limited information available. One obviously cannot fault a historian for refusing to go where his sources fail him. Some criticism is nevertheless possible. Hall has not examined collections of company documents pertaining to industries in which Sifton was known to be active. The facts of Sifton's involvement in the controversial Georgian Bay Canal project, for example, are given, but the larger and more complex issues surrounding hydroelectric
developments in the 1920s are summarized in a rather cursory manner. This stands in sharp contrast to the comprehensive treatment of issues such as school clauses. Similarly, Sifton invested in western lands, but no comprehensive treatment of western land speculation is provided. It is not likely, however, that additional historical information on the businesses that Sifton became involved in would provide a comprehensive picture of his finances, but it might help readers to understand better how money was invested in fact made in those days. As an alternative, a political biography of the volume is excellent. The research is exceptionally thorough, and presented in a balanced and comprehensive manner. This biography certainly increases our knowledge and understanding of an exceptionally important politician in a period of very rapid national growth and development. Professor Hall has succeeded brilliantly in a difficult and challenging task.

University of Saskatchewan Frederic Haultain: Frontier Statesman of the Canadian Northwest. Grant MacEwan, Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1985. Pp. viii, 98. S2.95 'Grant MacEwan, states the blur on the cover,' is at his best when rescuing frontier personalities from undeserved obscurity.' The latest 'lost' personalities to be rescued is Sir Frederick Haultain (1857-1944), the dominant figure in the politics of the North-West Territories before 1905, first leader of the opposition in Saskatchewan (to 1905), chief justice of Saskatchewan (1905-38), and chancellor of the University of Saskatchewan (1907-38). MacEwan is at least as capable a raconteur and raileer of the mythology of western history, and the book is a pleasant introduction to the basic known facts of Haultain's life. For those familiar with the literature, however, there is little that is new.

The Canadian Historical Review Haultainis still the unsung hero of the West standing up to the insensitivity of Ottawa, the uncorrupted champion of non-partisan politics in selfless battle against the evils of partisanship, a man whose struggle to impose government control over Catholic schools stemmed not from bias or prejudice but solely from a desire for a better schools system. The author remains blissfully unaware of most of the literature of the last fifteen years bearing on territorial politics, the various school questions, territorial autonomy, and the development of Saskatchewan politics. He has absolutely nothing of consequence to say about what ever impact Haultain might have had as chief justice of Saskatchewan for over a quarter of a century. All this is a shame because, even without private papers, a more complex and subtle picture of Haultain's life and times easily could have been developed.

University of Alberta So Very Near: The Political Memoirs of the Honourable Donald M. Fleming, The Rising Years: The Summit Years. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1985. $6.00. The set 'Ashmemos demonstrate, he could see himself no other light than as blameless and above reproach.' That is only one of the many comments Donald Fleming makes in his memoirs about John Diefenbaker, but it is, in fact, also a fair assessment of So Very Near. What emerges from this two-volume work is that, with one or two exceptions of trifling importance, virtually everything Fleming did in his long career as opposition leader of the federal government from 1945 to 1957, minister of finance from 1957 to 1962, and minister of justice for the last several months of the Diefenbaker government, was in his mind totally correct at the time and remains completely justified still. Mr. Fleming, in other words, is not a man troubled with manys a second thought. His memoirs are simply extraordinary: its length—two volumes, one of 580 pages, the other of 755 pages, and no fewer than 10 chapters; the work he says he put into it—'I reviewed over 2000 cartons of my own papers and more than 10,000 pages of Cabinet minutes and records ... I also reviewed 20 volumes of Hansard ... 25,000 printed, double-column pages'; and its all-inclusiveness. Nowhere else in this parsimonious age of publishing are we likely to get full accounts of Fleming's travels, his detailed observations on Royaltours, a very complete digest of many of his speeches in and out of the House of Commons, and a more than generous sampling of the praise heaped upon him by journalists and friends. We also get many of Fleming's opinions on extraneous foreign matters: 'The Greeks are a very clean and tidy people and very temperate'; and 'Portuguese, the other language of South America, is related to Spanish.' What makes these memoirs worth reading, however, is not the banality of...
enough when considering that Sitton regarded both Laurier and Borden as dubious and probably incompetent administrators.

Hall has written an excellent, well-documented and carefully argued political biography. Sitton, however, also a businessman who acquired great wealth. He was secretive about his business ventures, and left few relevant private business papers. Hall provides a number of tantalizing hints and pieces of information about Sitton's business activities, but no comprehensive or authoritative picture emerges. In part this is certainly due to the limited information available. One obviously cannot fault an historian for refusing to go where his sources fail him. Some criticism is nevertheless possible. Hall has not examined collections of company documents pertaining to industries in which Sitton was known to be active. The facts of Sitton's involvement in the controversial Georgian Bay Canal project, for example, are given, but the larger and more complex issues surrounding hydroelectric developments in the region are summarized in a rather cursory manner. In this stands in sharp contrast to the comprehensive treatment of issues such as the armed responses. Similarly, Sitton invested in western lands, but a comprehensive treatment of western land speculation is provided. It is not likely, however, that additional historical information on the businesses that Sitton became involved in would provide a comprehensive picture of his finances, but it might help readers to understand better how money was in fact made in those days.

As a political biography the volume is excellent. The research is exceptionally thorough, and presented in a balanced and comprehensive manner. This biography certainly increases our knowledge and understanding of an exceptionally important politician in a period of very rapid national growth and development. Professor Hall has succeeded brilliantly in a difficult and challenging task.
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"Grant MacLean," states the blurb on the cover, "is at his best when rescuing frontier personalities from undeserved obscurity." The latest "best" person to be rescued is Sir Frederick Haultain (1857-1942), the dominant figure in the politics of the North-West Territories before 1905, first leader of the opposition in Saskatchewan (1921), Chief Justice of Saskatchewan (1921-38), and chancellor of the University of Saskatchewan (1917-38). MacLean is at least a capable raconteur and retailer of the mythology of western history, and the book is a pleasant introduction to the basic known facts of Haultain's life.

For those familiar with the literature, however, there is little that is new.
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